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Overview

the Logomatic is new and improved, with a microSD card replacing 
the full-size SD, uSb with universal mass storage, and charge 
circuitry with overcharge protection to charge a lithium polymer 
battery through the uSb connection. it also has new hardware and 
firmware, but the same versatile features as the Logomatic v1.0.

Modes of operation: auto uart, character triggered •	
uart, aDC

Configurable baud rates in uart modes of 1200, 2400,4800, •	
9600, 19200, 38400, 57600, and 115200 baud

triggered uart mode has a configurable frame length of •	
up to 510 characters (including trigger character)

triggered uart frames are delimited with carriage return •	
and line feed characters for easy reading

8 aDC channels, all selectable as on or off•	
aDC logging in aSCii or binary format•	
aSCii logging delimited by tabs between measurements, •	
delimited between frames by carriage return and line 
feed characters

variable frequency for aDC mode•	
Frequency “safeties” to ensure that the file doesn’t try to •	
overwrite itself, maximum of 1500Hz for one channel and 
187Hz for all eight channels (aSCii logging mode)

For the brave of heart you can turn the safety off!•	

the basic layout of the Logomatic v2.0 can be seen in Figure 1.

Power switch1.	
v2.	 in jack

reset button3.	
Status LeDs4.	
uart0/Programming port5.	
Stop logging button6.	
Push-push microSD card socket7.	
aDC ports8.	
uSb Mini-b jack9.	

the Logomatic has an LDo (low dropout) 3.3v regulator. the 
maximum power dissipation of the voltage regulator is about 
450mw, and the maximum current draw of the Logomatic is about 
80ma (worst case). the maximum voltage the Logomatic could 
run with is (450mw)/(80ma) + 3.3v = 8.925v, but this will be very 
close to putting the voltage regulator into thermal shutdown. For 
best operation, the supply voltage should be kept between 3.6v 
and about 7.5 v. 

Theory of Operation

the Logomatic saves data to a microSD in a two-stage process. 
Data is first saved to one of two 512-byte data buffers. as each 
buffer is filled, it is logged to the SD card and logging continues 
on the other buffer. 

the limiting factor on the speed of the Logomatic is the write 
process to the SD card. the longest write cycle is approximately 
42.5mS, which means the shortest time allowed to log data to 
one of the buffers is also 42.5mS. if logging occurs faster than 
this, the buffer that’s currently being written to the SD card will be 
overwritten by new input during the write process to the SD. 

in uart modes, this could possibly become an issue at a baud 
rate of 115200 (1 start bit, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits). if streaming at 
this rate without any breaks, 512 bytes are filled in 44.4mS. Lower 
data rates should not show any difficulty. 

in aDC mode, safety margins are imposed to alleviate buffer 
overwriting. Sample rates are capped depending on how many 
channels you have active, though this is only imposed when logging 
in aSCii format. the frequency caps are:

1 channel active, 1500 Hz maximum

2 channels active, 750 Hz maximum

3 channels active, 500 Hz maximum

4 channels active, 375 Hz maximum

5 channels active, 300 Hz maximum

6 channels active, 250 Hz maximum

7 channels active,  214 Hz maximum

8 channels active, 187 Hz maximum

it should be noted that these frequency caps are very close to the 
allowable margins. buffer overwriting is unlikely to occur, but the text 
files produced may exhibit a rare stray character. the solution to this 
is to reduce the sample rate until no stray characters are seen. 

Figure 1
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the frequency caps are not imposed in binary aDC logging mode. 
Faster sample rates can be realized in binary mode, from a 43% 
increase for 8 channels to 57% increase for one channel, but 
you will be required to write your own application to interpret the 
resulting file. to get the faster data rates, just change the “Safety 
on” option from “Y” to “n” and set the “Frequency” number to 
whatever you want. the parser that reads the configuration file 
reads up to 4 digits, so you can set it as high as 9999Hz (though 
it will likely stop running at that speed). 

First Power-up and Configuration File

before you power up your Logomatic for the first time, put your 
microSD card into your card reader and format it in Fat16. then 
install the card into your Logomatic and turn it on. the LeDs will 
blink reassuringly and then go quiet. now, turn the unit off, plug a 
uSb (connector type b-mini) into the unit, and power back on. the 
unit will mount as a drive on your computer (alternatively, you can 
remove the card and use a card reader to read it). You will now 
find two files on your card, LogCon.tXt and Log0.tXt. the first 
is the configuration file, the second is the first logged file (empty). 
open up the configuration file and you will see this:

MoDe = 0

aSCii = Y

baud = 4

Frequency = 100

trigger Character = $

text Frame = 100

aD1.3 = n

aD0.3 = n

aD0.2 = n

aD0.1 = n

aD1.2 = n

aD0.4 = n

aD1.7 = n

aD1.6 = n

Safety on = Y

Mode

there are 3 mode settings: “0” for automatic uart logging, “1” for 
triggered uart logging, and “2” for aDC logging. 

Mode 0 logs everything that comes in on uart0, provided that it’s 
the right uart configuration (8 data bits, one stop bit, no parity, 
data rate of your choosing).

Mode 1 logs a specified number of characters (“text Frame = 100” 
in this case will result in 99 characters logged after the trigger) 
after a specified character (“trigger = $” in this case). 

Mode 2 logs aDC measurements according to which are selected 
as active at whatever frequency is specified (“Frequency = 100” 

in this case).

ASCII

the “aSCii” field only applies to aDC mode (mode 2). it specifies 
whether the unit will log in aSCii format (“aSCii = Y”) or binary 
format (“aSCii = n”).

Baud

the “baud” field sets the baud rate for the uart logging modes. 
the available rates are as follows:

“1” = 1200

“2” = 2400

“3” = 4800

“4” = 9600

“5” = 19200

“6” = 38400

“7” = 57600

“8” = 115200

Frequency

the “Frequency” field only applies to aDC logging mode and is 
responsible for setting the sampling rate of the Logomatic. the 
number shown (100 in this case) is in hertz and can be set from 1 
to 9999. However, if the frequency safeties are active, the maximum 
values will be imposed as indicated in an earlier section. 

Trigger Character

the “trigger Character” field only applies to the triggered uart 
mode (mode 1). this is the character that the device waits for to 
begin logging a specified number of characters. 

Text Frame

the “text Frame” field specifies the number of characters to be 
logged with the trigger character when the Logomatic is running 
in mode 1. the reader should be aware that the first character in 
the logged text frame will be the trigger character, so if you wish to 
log 100 characters after the trigger you should set the text frame 
to 101. Note: this mode of operation is slightly different than the 
other modes in that each text frame has its own dedicated 512 
byte buffer. when the end of the text frame is reached, the buffer 
will be logged and any new data coming in will be routed to the 
other input buffer. 

each text frame is delimited with a carriage return and a line feed 
character, so the maximum text frame size is 510 bytes. if this 
number is exceeded, it will be automatically reset to 510. 
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Operational ADC Lines

the next eight lines in the configuration file indicate which aDC 
lines are to be read by the Logomatic. they can each be turned on 
by changing the “n” to a “Y.” these values have no affect when in 
one of the two uart modes. 

Safety On

the last field in the configuration file is the “Safety on” field. 
this sets the frequency caps for aDC mode on with a “Y” or 
off with an “n.” the values for those caps are mentioned in an 
earlier section. 

the aDC values in the configuration files correspond to the outputs 
on the board as follows:

1 = aD 0.3

2 = aD 0.2

3 = aD 0.1

4 = aD 0.4

5 = aD 1.7

6 = aD 1.6

7 = aD 1.2

8 = aD 1.3

there is also a hardware test function that can be accessed through 
this parameter. instead of a “Y” or an “n,” setting it to “t” will 
put the unit in hardware test mode, you can watch the aDC lines 
slowly polled over the serial uart lines at 9600 baud. note: this 
mode is not intended for normal operation. it is only intended for 
determining hardware failures. 

Output Formats

the formats of the text files produced by the Logomatic will be a 
little different in each mode. 

For mode 0 (automatic uart), any aSCii characters that come in 
on the uart will be sent to the SD card. nothing is omitted and 
nothing is added. 

For mode 1 (triggered uart), anything after and including the trigger 
character will be logged, including white space characters, up to 
the end of the specified data frame. each data frame is delimited 
with a carriage return and a line feed character to make it easier 
to distinguish between the frames.

in aSCii aDC mode (mode 2, aSCii = Y), each single measurement 
is between 1 and 4 characters in length depending on how many 
digits are required, followed by a tab (aSCii 9) for delimiting. at the 
end of each measurement frame, that is, one time through the list of 
selected active aDC lines, carriage return and line feed characters 
are placed for further delimiting. the sequence of measurements 
displayed in the file from left to right are exactly the sequence of 
channels selected in the configuration file from top to bottom.

in binary aDC mode (mode 2, aSCii = n), each measurement is 
two bytes in length (MSb, LSb), and they will occur in the same 
sequence as the aSCii logs with respect to the configuration file. 
there are no delimiters between measurements, but measurement 
frames are delimited by the characters “$$”.

USB Universal Mass Storage Features

the Logomatic 2.0 SD card can easily be accessed through a uSb 
connection. to access the card in this manner, connect the Logomatic 
to a computer using a uSb cable with a type b-mini connector. then 
power the unit on. the unit will mount as a new drive (as a standard 
flash drive would). now you can edit, create, or delete files. when you 
are finished, power the unit off and remove the uSb cable. 

Stop Button

the stop button will halt the Logomatic. all logging will stop, and 
any partially-filled buffer will be automatically logged to the SD 
card. turning off the Logomatic or removing its power source will 
also stop the unit from logging (and keep the log file intact), but if 
there is a partially filled buffer it will not be logged. when the unit 
is stopped with the stop button, the LeDs will blink continuously 
until the unit is power-cycled.

Charging

if the unit is powered by a lithium polymer battery, it can be charged 
using the uSb port. any time the battery is attached and the unit 
is connected to a uSb port, the battery will charge until it is fully 
charged. when the battery is full, the unit will stop charging it until 
the battery voltage drops below a certain level again. note: the 
unit does not need to be powered on to charge. 

Operation

now that you know how the Logomatic works and what all of the 
settings do, it’s time to power it up. Set your configuration however 
you like, make sure the SD card is fully inserted in the SD slot, 
and turn the unit on. the two status LeDs will blink at you rather 
quickly during the initialization, then the unit will go to work with 
the settings you chose. the only further indication of operation that 
you will see is when one of the two data buffers logs to the SD 
card, Stat0 for buffer #1 and Stat1 for buffer #2. these will be 
very quick “blips” because the LeDs are only on during the write 
process, between 20 and 40 mS. 

when you are done logging, press the StoP button before shutting 
of the unit to be sure that any unfilled buffers are logged to the SD 
card and all the interrupts are disabled. 

the Logomatic will create up to 256 log files in text format, 
numbering from Log0.tXt to Log255.tXt. the most recent log 
file will be the one with the highest number. 
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Options and Firmware

You may optionally change or tweak the firmware on the Logomatic. 
the source code is freely available on Sparkfun.com. the unit can 
be reprogrammed using the LPC programming adapter (SKu# PgM-
00714), or can be changed via the uSb bootloader. a tutorial on how 
to reprogram using the uSb bootloader is on Sparkfun.com. 


